
Symposium for Phenomenology:  
PROTOCOL (AS OF JUNE 2015): 

NB: This protocol is intended to document the current habits and traditions of the 
Symposium in order to provide support to future organizers. It is non-prescriptive, 
and non-comprehensive.  
 

SOME TRADITIONS: 
The three no’s:  
-The Symposium was founded on three negative principles (the three “no”s): 
 -No money 
 -No publications 
 -No hierarchy (involving “no stars” and “no keynote address”) 
 
Timing, structure of the meeting, and membership: 
-Each meeting takes place in early July (second or third week normally) of July, at 
the Casa del Sacro Cuore, Perugia. Each meeting lasts from Monday Morning to 
Friday night. Participants usually check in on Sunday and leave on Saturday.  
-Friday night usually has a social event/party 
-All symposia include a business meeting, normally on the last day, where themes, 
dates and organizers for the next Symposium are agreed upon.  
-Participation to the Symposium is upon invitation. Any member of the Symposium 
is entitled to invite new members to participate or to submit proposals, or to 
recommend possible presenters to the organizers. Anyone who has participated once 
is automatically re-invited.  
 
Organizers:  
-There are traditionally 2 or 3 organizers for each symposium.  
-Organizers usually stay on for 3 years, and the turnover is partial (i.e.: for each 
symposium, at least one of the organizers has been an organizer the year before). 
 
The Organizers are responsible for:  
-Program,  
-Communication with participants and presenters (through the blog and the google 
group among others),  
-Setting up a CFP with a submission deadline,  
-Selecting proposals for a consistent program,  
-Negotiating a conference rate with the Casa,  
-Providing presenters and participants with letters of invitation (for reimbursement 
purposes),  
-Running the business meeting,  
-Taking and distributing minutes thereof. 
 
The week: 
-The symposium is a bilingual institution (English and French). Written 
communication emanating from the 0rganizers will be in both languages, 
presentations may be in either of these languages.  
-Attendance: It is expected that participants come and stay for the entire week.  
-In the past, Symposium programs have had 3 or 4 talks each day (two in the 
mornings, and one or two in the afternoon), except for Wednesday, which has a free 
afternoon. There seems to be a current consensus on having 3 rather than 4. This 
makes for a 13-slot Symposium plus business meeting and including an optional 
book session. 



-The symposium always allows ample time for discussion after each paper 
presentation. Papers should not be longer than 30-40 minutes, and shorter papers 
are encouraged. 
-Each session is usually allowed 90 minutes, with coffee breaks in-between sessions. 
 

TIMELINE: 

 3rd-4th week of July (week after the end of the Symposium): The organizers 
distribute the minutes of the business meeting, with decisions on: 

o -Exact wording of the title of the next symposium in both languages 
o -Organizing committee 
o -Dates (and place) 
o -Any other decisions 
o –List of participants and their email addresses 

 First week of November: Final CFP Posted 

 Last week of January: Deadline for submissions 

 Second week of March: Notification of Acceptance (and announcement of book 
session) 

 First week of April: Draft Program posted 

 Last week of June: Handouts/texts collected 

 During the Symposium: gather suggestions from the group for possible new 
themes for the coming year (usually by circulating a sheet over dinner). 

Doing so on the Wednesday and gathering votes on the titles proposed on the 
Thursday allows the organizers to reduce the number of suggestions 
according to popularity. The 4-5 themes with the most votes will be 
discussed at the business meeting.  

 Collect contributions for the staff of the Casa to be given on the Friday (or 
Saturday). Suggested contributions are usually about 15 Euros per person 
(remember that this may be more if you have been a difficult guest!) 

 The organizers prepare some sort of party/event for Friday night 

 Throughout the week, the organizers liaise with the staff of the casa, and 
gather information about how many people will have meals etc. This is 
especially important for Wednesday lunch time as some people might leave 
for their afternoon off before lunch time. 

 
SOME SUGGESTIONS: 

-It has been suggested that the proceedings might be taped (whilst keeping to the 
“no publications” rule) 
-Copies of papers can be circulated. 
-Presenters are encouraged to provide handouts for their talks. This helps maintain 
the bilingual character of the Symposium by making talks more accessible to non-
natives. 
-For 3-session days, it was suggested that the lunch break be extended to 4:30-5pm 
for an end of the day at 6 or 6:30.  
-When preparing the program, the organizers ensure that each day has a 
consistency that is made explicit (perhaps through the introductions made by the 
chair of each session). The same goes for the general logic of the 5 days.  
-Book sessions: Experience has shown that book sessions are more successful if the 
book discussed is already out well before the symposium, and announced well in 
advance to give everyone a chance to familiarize themselves with the text ahead of 
the session.  


